New Hampshire State Police Forensic Lab
CRIMINALIST II - PATTERN EVIDENCE UNIT
(Position #41968) (Job Id 21563)

Location: US: NH: CONCORD - 33 Hazen Drive Concord, NH 03305
Position: Full time, 40 hour work week, non-exempt
Starting Salary Range: $63,211 - $75,067 USD
Full Salary Range: $63,211 - $89,315 USD
Post/Close Date: 08/04/2021 – 08/18/2021

SCOPE OF WORK: Conduct examinations of physical evidence to develop and preserve questioned marks or impressions for comparison to known sources and determine their level of association, and to testify in court as an expert witness.

ACCOUNTABILITIES:
* Performs analyses, comparisons and evaluations in the area of friction ridge.
* Processes submitted physical evidence to develop, document and preserve impressions.
* On rare occasions attends crime scenes as a technical specialist to assist lead investigators in processing and collection of pattern evidence.
* Operates the Tri-State (NH, ME, VT) MorphoBIS and the FBI NGI ABIS.
* Testifies as an expert witness in criminal trials, hearings and depositions.
* Researches and evaluates the applicability of new scientific methods and equipment for the needs of the pattern evidence unit.
* Trains and instructs laboratory and police personnel as well as attorneys as needed.
* For a full description of accountabilities, please go to: https://apps.das.nh.gov/HRJobClassifications/ClassSpecifications.aspx

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor’s degree with major study in chemistry, biological sciences, or forensic science with five (5) years experience performing independent casework.
– OR –
Master's degree with major study in chemistry, biological sciences, or forensic science with three (3) years experience performing independent casework.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Must possess or be able to obtain a valid driver's license.
Must be able to pass a comprehensive background check.
Ideal candidate would be an IAI-CLPE.
Ideal candidate would have experience in footwear impressions and tire tracks.
Must be able to demonstrate and maintain competency in area of expertise under the NHSPFL’s ANAB: ISO/IEC 17025 Accreditation Standards.

THE NH ADVANTAGE: NO State income tax
NO sales tax
Excellent benefits package
Lab very supportive of trainings, association memberships, and certifications
Active lab Social Committee
Walking trails around lab for lunch/breaks
Most places in NH within 90 minutes of mountains/skiing, ocean beaches, and Boston

For further information, please contact:
Stephen Ostrowski, Criminalist III, (603)223-8352 or stephen.h.ostrowski@dos.nh.gov
EOE / TDD Access: Relay NH 1-800-735-2964